Power Surge
Turns Water Into Energy
WHAT IT IS:
•

A natural supplement that immediately supports healthy energy levels.

WHY YOU NEED IT:
•
•
•
•
•

Important for patients with low energy who need instant relief
Great for people looking to boost exercise and athletic performance
Provides electrolytes and extra vitamins when needed most
Great alternative to coffee and caffeinated drinks
Power Surge energy lasts hours longer than caffeine from standard beverages

HOW IT HELPS:
Power Surge contains unique caffeine-herbal crystals that changes the way the body
uses caffeine for energy. These special crystals allow caffeine to be absorbed more
slowly and last significantly longer than caffeine from beverages like coffee, tea, sodas,
and energy drinks.
After eight hours, Power Surge was still providing about significant levels of energyproducing caffeine, while the effects of coffee last only three hours.
Another benefit: in a clinical study, the ingredients in Power Surge boosted energy
levels but caused no side effects. Turns out, how the body receives the caffeine
matters.
But Power Surge is not liquid No-Doze.
The caffeine-herbal crystals also support the body’s ability to generate energy from our
mitochondria, the tiny molecular batteries that power our cells. The natural ingredients
in these crystals are known to enhance athletic performance, the conversion of food into
energy, and carry oxygen to our cells.

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
Always consult your doctor before taking any of these products.

When was the last time your morning ‘cuppa’ did all of that?
If you can tolerate a strong cup of coffee, you likely will have no issues with the energy
boost from Power Surge. For patients with a tendency for heart palpitations or high
blood pressure, Power Surge should be used cautiously and at lower doses.
Standard Usage: dissolve the contents of one stick pack of Power Surge in 6 – 12 oz
of water based on the level of sweetness desired. Do not consume Power Surge in the
evening or whenever you don’t want lots of energy.
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